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Payments
Jim Sidway
Your humble treasurer respectfully requests that you
do not put any payments you make in the mailbox in
Hangar 10. This practice can result in a delay in your
payment being processed and also risks the loss of
such payments. Please mail all such payments to the
address shown on your statement. Thank you for
your cooperation. ◊

In memory - Nutmeg's former Chief Instructor and most famous
flight instructor, Soaring Hall of Famer and 2000 FAA Instructor of
the Year - Rudy Opitz preparing a student for an instructional flight
in our Grob 103.
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New Member Welcome
Tom Albrecht

Let’s welcome 3 new members to Nutmeg Soaring Association.

Dennis Jackson
New member, Dennis Jackson hails from
Connecticut. Dennis is a Quality Assurance
Supplier Auditor. Dennis and his wife, Ana, have
a daughter, Jadalyne. Dennis’ interests include
motorcycling, bicycling, boating and, most
importantly, aviation. When Dennis learned of
the recent Super Blanik AD, Dennis jumped in to
help… Dennis has an A&P certification too. 
Welcome to Nutmeg Soaring Association Dennis!

Chuck Gieser
A new 90 day member from Greenville, Chuck had
his first instructional flight with Bill K. this morning
at Freehold airport. If you see Chuck at the
airport please extend a welcome to him!

Ed Trnka
One of our new 90 day members, Ed Trnka,
preparing for a dual flight with Bill K. on a
windy day at Freehold airport. Ed joined
Nutmeg Soaring as a 90 day member late last
season but started taking flying lessons a few
weeks ago.
If you see Ed please extend a welcome to
him! ◊
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2010 Freehold Projects: Volunteers Needed! - Reminder
Tom Albrecht and Jeff Driscoll
Nutmeg needs more volunteers to help with many ongoing and one-time jobs at Freehold airport. Listed
below are some of the major areas where we need help. Please think about where your time and talents
can best be helpful, and contact me or Tom Albrecht to discuss helping. Hurry up and sign up for a few
before all the good ones are taken!
Ongoing chores:
1. Mowing grass.
2. Weed whacking around the Admin building, hangar, parking curbs, fencing, and flower beds.
Roundup is the alternative choice for vegetation control, but only for limited use.
3. Emptying trash cans and recycle collection containers.
4. Washing club gliders.
5. Cleaning bathrooms.
6. Dusting interior of the Admin building.
7. Watering flowers around the Admin building.
8. Sweep or blow out (with leaf blower) the main hangar where the Cub and other airplanes are
parked.

Projects already completed or committed

Project

Status

Install a new fence between the Admin building and the aircraft apron.
New entrance/exit posts need to be installed next to the 2 access points
from CR 67 to the airport.

Complete. Nov. 2009

Construction of kitchen in the Admin. Building.
Refurbishment of the office in the old hangar.
Clean and paint the front stoop/steps and hand railing on the front of the
Admin building. See Tom A. for paint supplies.

In process (Nutmeg crew)
Not started

Repair water damaged sheet rock in the corner of the Admin building.
Build a new well pit cover to replace the existing one that is rotting. This
project has priority because it’s ready to cave into the well pit if an adult
stands on the top of it!
Remove the old 2-33 glider tie down paraphernalia next to where the
Super Blanik 15S is tied down.
Paint the hold line on the taxiway.

In process (Dale Z.)
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Complete. Nov 2009

Not started

Completed by Mac.
Not started
Completed by Paul Quinn

Paint the tires circling the wind sock.
Replace broken window in the back room (where the diesel tank is) of the
of the old hangar.
Paint the wood window and door trim on the porch wall of the Admin
building.
Make and install a sign on the street side of the Admin building.
Something simple that might read “Freehold Airport-Home of Nutmeg
Soaring Association“.
Repair blown head gasket in the air compressor in hangar 10. (This
compressor will be necessary when our mechanic does the annual
inspections on the Pawnee and the Husky.)
Repair the red portable air tank in hangar 10.
Install new piston rings in a Nutmeg golf cart.

Completed by Paul Quinn. Paul also
painted all of the tires surrounding tie down
ropes.
Completed by Dale Z.
Not started

Not started
Completed thanks to Bob Ward and Jeff
Dupire.
Completed by Sean Neal
Completed by Dale and Tom.

Pickup and remove debris (pieces of tree branches from the Jan flood)
from parking lot exit and the upstream end of the culvert pipes under the
exit and entrance to the main parking lot.

Completed by Tom, Anthony, Chris Atkins,
and Marty Schemer

We need a sign made to hang from the new yellow rope between the
wood fence post and the side of the old hanger. The sign might read
something like “No parking! Emergency vehicle access only”.
Repair damaged rain gutter on South roof of Admin building.

Completed by Bob Duckworth and Doug
Latinen.
Completed by Tom Albrect

◊

New 1-26 Canopy
Jim Sidway
Over the weekend of May 1, Dave Jackson with a minor contribution
from Jim Sidway installed a new canopy in the club 1-26. Anyone
who flew the ship last year knows just how bad the old one had
become and, in fact, its replacement was called for in the annual
inspection done in April. Please be very careful and do your utmost
to avoid damaging the new one. With proper care it should remain
clear and damage free for many years. ◊
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Rudy Opitz Memorial Service – June 3rd
Paul Rudolf (Rudy) Opitz age 99, of Stratford, entered into
rest on Saturday May 1, 2010 in St.Vincent Hospital,
Bridgeport. He was the beloved husband of Hanna Boljahn
Opitz for 61 years. He was born on August 9, 1910 in the
town of Landeshut, in Silesia Germany.
He started his love for flying by joining a local flying club
and teaching himself how to fly in a homebuilt glider.
After receiving formal instruction in 1932 he entered and
placed in several gliding competitions.
Between 1941 and 1945 he acted as Chief military test pilot for the Me-163A and Me-163B rocket
powered interceptor aircraft. He made the first powered flight of the Me-163B, the only rocket powered
interceptor aircraft ever to achieve operational status. The Me-163 Komet was a tailless rocket powered
interceptor and was the fastest aircraft to see combat in W.W.II, achieving a top speed of well over 600
MPH in level flight. At the end of W.W.II, he was recruited by the U.S. Government, ultimately coming
to the U.S. to work at Wright Paterson Air Force base as a part of operation Paperclip, the U.S.
government operation that brought Dr. Wernher von Braun, Dr. Anselm Franz, and other noted German
Scientists to the U.S.A.
He became a U.S. Citizen in 1955 and in 1956 he left Wright Patterson to be a test pilot at the newly
formed turbine division of Lycoming Co. in Stratford, which was formed by fellow paperclip scientist Dr.
Franz. At Lycoming, he worked as Chief of Flight Test Operations supporting the development of gas
turbine engines for helicopters and aircraft until his retirement.
He also served as an FAA pilot examiner for glider private, commercial, and flight-instructor ratings for
over three decades. He loved flying sailplanes and volunteered his time providing thousands of hours of
flight instruction as an instructor with Nutmeg Soaring Association, a glider flying club. He was a guest
speaker at the National Air and Space Museum and at the USAF museum on numerous occasions. He
periodically was asked to speak at local civic organizations and local chapters of the Experimental
Aircraft Association and appeared on the television documentary series Wings of the Luftwaffe.
He was a member of the Soaring Society of Dayton, Nutmeg Soaring Association, Soaring Society of
America, Quite Birdman Hartford Hangar, International Order of Characters and The Society of
Experimental Test Pilots. He was awarded the New England Soaring Council Flight Instructor in 1982,
Honorary fellow Society of Experimental Test Pilots in 1984, Aero Club of New England – Connecticut
State award 2007. He was named to the National Soaring hall of fame at Elmira, NY in 1994 and FAA
Instructor of the Year (New England. Survivors, in addition to his wife Hanna, include his two sons
Martin Opitz, Michael Opitz and his wife Nancy along with his cherished grandson Michael Anthony
Opitz. He is also survived by several nieces and nephews in Germany. He was predeceased by 3
brothers and 1 sister.
A memorial service will be held on _3 June 2010_ at __10:30 AM___ in Union Cemetery, 23 Temple
Court, Stratford. The Riverview Funeral Home 390 River Rd. Shelton are entrusted with the
arrangements. In lieu of flowers, donations can be made in his memory to: Macular Degeneration
Foundation, Inc.P.O. Box 531313Henderson, NV 89053 Nutmeg Soaring Association (ref: youth
scholarship fund / Rudy Opitz)P.O. Box 1179Middlebury, CT 06762
Leave condolences to the family at www.riverviewfh.com ◊
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3000’ Upwind??? -- When Silence is Golden
Bill Kenyon

If you are hooked to the tow-rope with your wings level and then give the rudder-waggle, the tow pilot
should conclude that you want a tow.
"3000"? A good tow pilot will keep you climbing until you get off, so "3000" tells him nothing useful. So
don't bother to say it. If it's a pattern tow or 6000 or something unusual, then say it. But if you're
thinking of 6000, it's probably for wave, so say that instead.
"3000" is bad because it slants your mind to get off at a particular altitude. I could tell you about a flight
I made where I got off at "3000" and it was the worst thing I could have done. Instead, get off only
when you are happy with your position/altitude (particularly for getting back to the airport) and when you
are in lift. Getting off in sink is masochism. Cast an occasional glance at the vario while on tow to know
where the lift and sink are. And if you see the tow-plane zoom up as you tow, mentally mark the place as
a lift-place you might want to come back to; if you carry a GPS, you could quickly set a waypoint there.
Think of the tow as a tour of the area that informs you where the lift is, and where it is not.
"Upwind"? A good tow pilot will not take you through any point where you can't glide back to the airport.
But if you're not comfortable at any point, tell him on the radio right away; this obviously requires you to
keep track of the airport as you tow. An example of when "Upwind" is counterproductive is when there is
almost no wind, and a less-experienced tow pilot chooses a direction and heads straight out, putting you
indeed too far from the airport to get back. Anyway, it's an important part of your flight prep. to know
the winds aloft -- so don't put this responsibility on somebody else. Don't say "Upwind."
You should decide before your flight where the lift is likely to be, and whether you can get back from
there. If you know where you want to go, tell the tow pilot - preferably on the ground and off the radio.
If there are gliders aloft circling under nice-looking clouds, that's a good clue (because they would never
circle in sink, right?)
If you get an idea where to go while on tow, tell the tow pilot and he will probably oblige; likewise if you
change your mind while on tow. If you pass through a strong thermal at 1500 AGL but don't want to get
off that low, ask him if he can bring you back there at 3000.
"Take me to the lift" is probably OK if you don't have any ideas of your own -- but you should have
ideas. Some tow pilots may have a very specific idea where they want to take you, so that you can get
off in lift (e.g., under a particular cloud). If you think he does, ask before tow.
You should talk eyeball-to-eyeball to the tow-pilot when he's on the ground, rather than on the radio.
You might learn something useful from him, or vice versa; plus, he eventually needs to know your name,
so he can he write it on his log sheet. Or you can communicate via the wing-runner. [Bruce Stobbe] - the
glider pilot has a better view of the sky than for instance, the pilot of the Husky, because the wing blocks
much of it. Because of this there could be a nice developing CU off to the side that the glider pilot wants
to head for but the Husky pilot might not yet see.
Also, if you must use the radio to talk with the tow pilot it is better to do it on the ground than in the air
because the transmission doesn't travel anywhere nearly as far on the ground as it does once in the air.
The more you keep off the radio, the more it is available for urgent calls, or for those commercial flights
going into NYC. I would rather not have them think of us as country hicks, more like an ace navy carrier
launch crew.
Guard against thinking of the tow-plane as a black box that will take you to the right place by the right
route under any circumstance. Tow pilots are people too. ◊
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Tail High

Duty Pilot Checklist

John Boyce

The primary responsibility is to run a safe, efficient
ground operation.

Wally Moran was at Freehold in early May when the
ferocious wind howling right down runway 30 was
causing the gliders to rock on their tie downs and
even lift off a bit when a particularly strong gust
came. He found it necessary to tighten some of the
ropes, and tie open the spoilers on those facing
directly into the wind.
The way they are secured now, with the tail down,
they are sitting in a takeoff attitude. We often have
gusts strong enough to take the Grob or Blanik on an
unscheduled flight should the ropes not be securely
tied.

Before Flying Begins


Receive and post weather briefing for the day. (If the
weather may preclude flight operations, consult with
the Duty Instructor.)



See that all ground equipment (golf carts, mobile
phone, base station, hand-held transceiver, tow ropes
and log sheets) are ready and properly used during the
day.



Organize members to untie club gliders, perform preflight inspections, and stage gliders for launch.



Ensure that Pre-flight log sheets are completed for all
Nutmeg gliders prior to first flight.

In the takeoff attitude, this is what would happen:
Gust

Lift generated

30
40
50
60

750
1,300
2,000
2,900

Once the Flight Operation Begins

Subtract the empty weight of the glider from these
figures for the net lift.
These figures are for a 2-33, but they would apply
equally to the Blanik or Grob. According to
Schweizer, "Many more sailplanes are damaged on
the ground by the wind than in flying accidents."
It would be a good idea to use some device to raise
the tail of the glider a foot or so. ◊



Monitor the airport frequency.



See that member participation in towing operations
(i.e. glider hookup and launch) conforms to standard
signals and is conducted in a safe manner.



Arrange for prompt retrieval and parking of aircraft
after landing (good practice has the next pilot signed
up to fly a glider that has just landed assist in
returning it to the takeoff area).



Log glider flight times from take-off to landing and
record the elapsed time to the nearest 5 minutes.

 Record the tow fees for each flight.

At the End of the Day


Batteries are back on the charger.



Gliders are tied-down securely.



Golf carts are put away.



All ground equipment including trailer, mobile phone,
base station, hand-held transceiver, tow ropes are put
away.

 Log sheets in the mailbox in Hangar 10. ◊
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Advertisement
Welcome Back Nutmeg
Soaring Association!
From your friends at

Lawyer’s General Store
2351 Route 145 East Durham
Phone/Fax (518) 634-2546
Located 1.5 miles west of the
Freehold Airport
Open 7 Days a Week
Celebrating our 97th year!!
Lawyer’s General Store, East Durham, New York.

Come visit us for any of the following
needs:

LAWYER’S GENERAL STORE
Since 1912

Deli, Lottery, ATM, Groceries,
Beer/Soda, Newspapers, Ice,
Hardware, Gifts, Coffee/breakfast
sandwiches,
Camping Supplies, RV Antifreeze, Irish
Imports and much more…
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Passage of the Ice - Windows Through Time
Robert Titus
Our Catskill Hudson Valley region is renowned for its artistic
heritage. Few specific locations are more historic than
Olana, the Moorish Revival mansion of Frederic Church.
Church first visited the site when he was a student,
studying under Thomas Cole, founder of the Hudson River
school of landscape art.
Church would be that school’s greatest artist. When the two of them painted at the future Olana site, it
was an agricultural landscape with a fabulous view of the Hudson Valley. Much later in life, when Church
had made himself an enormous success, he was able to buy the property and begin building his home.
He spent most of the last 40 years of his life living at this wonderfully scenic site. I envy him.
Church was a student of natural history and he painted a good bit of it. Among his many interests was a
fascination with the Arctic and he did a number of views of its icy landscapes. He knew something of the
ice age history of the Hudson Valley and must have been able to imagine what Olana was like back at
that time. But I wonder if he understood the strong connection between Olana and the Ice Age. There
really is a remarkable connection, still visible to the mind’s eye of the geologist.
Olana is located on what is today called Church Hill. That is located just south of Mt. Moreno. To stand
on either of these hills offers a number of very fine vistas and Church valued each of these views. But
the best was denied to him. That best view is from directly above these hills. Such views would not be
available until airplanes were invented and that would wait until after his death.
Now we have aerial photography and satellite photography as well. We can look down upon the
landscape and see things that Church could not even imagine. And one of those things shows us the ice
age heritage of this area. Take a look at the satellite image I present here. You are looking at both
Church Hill and Mt. Moreno to its north. Both are streamlined. Mt. Moreno shows this best. The
northeast end of the mountain is the tallest part. Extending off from this end is a very clear and very
sharp crest to the mountain. Church Hill is not quite as well streamlined, but it is not bad. There is a
blunt northeastern end and the hill is tapered off to the southwest.
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What caused this? The answer is the passage of the ice. Between about 20,000 and 14,000 years ago,
the Hudson Valley turned cold and a great glacier descended it, swelled to high elevations and flooded
the whole valley. For 6,000 years or so, it flowed down the valley. All during that time it scoured and
abraded the landscape it passed across. Slowly, what must have been irregularly shaped hills came to be
streamlined. Few hills show this better than Mt. Moreno and Church Hill.
This sort of feature is not very common but there are a number of them. They are called rock drumlins
and they are emblems of the Ice Age. In future columns I will describe another type of drumlin. These
will be ice age hills, streamlined again, but composed of sand and gravel. These are simply called
drumlins. They, all of them, whether composed of rock or gravel, speak to us of a very extensive ice age
history for the Hudson Valley.
If you visit Olana, you will want to stand upon the south porch of the home. That porch faces down the
Hudson Valley. The view is a wonder. Frederic Church was very intentional about this. He deliberately
planned his house so that this porch would have this view. Every time you visit it, the view is different. It
varies with the time of the day and the seasons of the year. It varies with the weather as well, and each
viewing is a separate work of art. Church intended that.
But the mind’s eye of the geologist can see things that the great artist couldn’t. When I stand there, I
see a great darkness and I feel a terrible chill. I am at the bottom of an immense and thick glacier. I can
feel it moving across Church Hill and I can sense its southward motion. I can hear the popping and
cracking of the brittle ice as it lumbers south. I can hear the scraping sound it makes as its ice grinds
into the bedrock of the hill and peels off enormous amounts of material.
And then, suddenly, I am back in the present. I gaze southward again and see Church’s grand view for
what it is: a gift of the Ice Age. I wonder if Frederic Church knew this.

Contact the author at titusr@hartwick.edu or see http://thecatskillgeologist.com
This article first published by the Register Star.
About the author
Dr. Robert Titus is Professor of Geology at Hartwick College. Titus is a paleontologist by training, and has done a great deal of
professional research on the fossil record of New York State. Since 1991, however, he has increasingly become interested in writing
about Catskills and Hudson Valley geology for a general audience. He is also a popular speaker and does numerous appearances
each year throughout the region. Titus has developed a reputation for his remarkable ability to reach out and communicate Catskill
geological history to the general public in his many articles in Kaatskill Life magazine. But few know Titus has also written hundreds
of newspaper columns in publications such as The Woodstock Times and the Columbia County Independent.
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